
Celebrity  News:  ‘My  Fair
Wedding’  Host  David  Tutera
Divorces Husband Ryan Jurica

By Meghan Fitzgerald

TMZ reports that My Fair Wedding host David Tutera is filing
for a divorce with partner of 10 years, Ryan Jurica. According
to UsMagazine, Tutera filed for divorce due to “irreconcilable
differences.” “After repeated attempts at marriage counseling
and therapy, we have been unable to save our relationship due
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to  David’s  addiction  to  sex.”  TMZ  quotes  the  papers  as
stating, “David has engaged in a pattern of hiring sex escorts
and prostitutes to support his addiction.”

How do you know when it’s time to call it quits in your
marriage?

Cupid’s Advice:

It is difficult to determine when to call it quits on your
marriage. It could be countless fighting, lack of the love you
once had. It can be whether or not you feel comfortable in
your marriage. It can be anything that you feel is wrong in
your relationship. Cupid has some more advice:

1. Love is gone: In some cases pertaining to relationships, it
is possible to lose the love you once had with your partner.
If  this  has  happened  in  your  marriage,  don’t  ignore  the
feeling and confront your mate about your thoughts. It will
not make the scenario any better if you are pushing your
thoughts away. Talk to your partner about calling it quits on
your marriage.

2. Emotional abuse: Are you being emotionally or physically
abused by your partner? If you are, this is a strong sign you
should call it quits on your marriage. It is not in any way a
healthy relationship if you’re being abused by the one person
who shouldn’t be hurting you. Marriage isn’t supposed to cause
harm on you, so collect your bags and get out of  it.

3. Unfaithfulness: Have you or your partner been unfaithful in
your  marriage?  If  you  answered  yes  to  this  question,  you
should probably consider calling it quits on your marriage.
Along with emotional and physical abuse, it is not a healthy
scenario  if  you  or  your  mate  possess  the  quality  of
unfaithfulness. So re-evaluate your life and your marriage,
and see if your marriage needs to end.



Have you known when to call quits in your marriage? Share your
experience below.


